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Introduction

This study guide will help you learn the basics of pendulum work enabling you to
communicate clearly and effectively with your pets and all animals, birds and wildlife.
Whilst this study guide is primarily for use with your pets and animals, I have included much
information for your own use to enhance and develop your skills on a personal level.
This work study book is designed to give you a flavour of how you can work with a
pendulum particularly to communicate with animals and also have fun with the exercises.
1. What is a pendulum and how do I choose one?

Basically it is a symmetrical weight normally held by a single chain and often can be
purchased with a huge variety of quartz crystals or gemstones.
A pendulum will give Yes and No responses (answers) to
questions by responding with certain movements.
There is a vast selection of pendulums which can be an amulet,
metal teardrop styles, bronze, hexagon shapes, crystals and
gemstones. It is important never to use a magnetic object.
I remember buying my quartz pendulum many years ago and
after browsing and handling many pendulums was drawn to the
same pendulum time after time even though it had
imperfections in the crystal. It is rose quartz which I love. Each
stone or quartz has their own properties such as rose quartz is a
stone of love, calm and healing properties, clear quartz is
recognised for clarity or chose your birthstone for example such as the beautiful semi
precious gemstone amethyst for February with properties of intuition and creativity.
Within this array of crystals, weights and style, enjoy choosing the one you will work with or
let the crystal choose you. You can purchase them from certain health stores and online
although I like to handle the pendulum and prefer to purchase from a store.
It´s an important purchase as it will become an extension of you and a big part of you.
However it doesn´t have to be expensive and you can use cord or even a piece of string
particularly when you become proficient as it will become like second nature – or maybe
first nature?
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Here are some examples I have used when I haven´t had my pendulum available.

I have used a necklace, cross and chain or anything suitable that will give me the same
response to questions of Yes and No answers.
o Chinese lucky charm
o Cross and chain
o Selection of necklaces
o String and key
o Ring which can be put on a chain
o Earring which can also be put on a chain
Pendulums can be traced back to Ancient Egypt and are traditionally known in the area of
dowsing and are believed worldwide to be a device for connecting to our higher source or
divine energy and can also be known as divining.
Dowsing was used for centuries to find underground water and was called ´water witching´
which is why some people have a negative impression or belief about pendulums to this
day. Yet nowadays still used to find water and wells and used for electrical and ley lines.
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2. How does a pendulum work?
A pendulum will give you specific answers to specific questions and moves in different yet
specific ways to give a response.
The responses are ´Yes´, ´No´ and ´Unsure´ (or neutral).
Think of your pendulum as a form of a transmitter and a receiver. A communication device.
The pendulum works like muscle testing or kinesiology.
Your sub conscious knows what it needs to know and the pendulum will show you the
answer by amplifying the sub conscious or higher self responses in your body causing the
pendulum to swing.
You ask questions to get a Yes or No response and the pendulum responds accordingly.
Many people believe that it is connected to a higher source than self and requires trusting
and developing intuition. This in itself is a huge self development area for many of us.
The pendulum is a tool that gives verification to your work particularly with respect to
animal communication.
It gives you feedback on information.
It can give confirmation on what you already know but maybe unsure about.
You ask a question and wait for the answer.
One interesting school of thought I would like to share is that it brings the rational and the
intuitive or spiritual parts of
the brain together as a whole.
For example, it brings together
the left and right hand side of
the brain where you are better
placed to make ´whole´
informed decisions.
Shown on the diagram are
areas of the left and right hand
side of the brain. When both
sides are introduced the brain
is balanced.
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3. Preparing your pendulum for the first time
It is a good idea to cleanse your new pendulum of any
energy that it may have collected and stored.
There are several ways to cleanse your pendulum which
can include holding under running fresh chemical free
water, placing in the sun or moonlight on a table or
window ledge to catch the sun or moons rays for 24
hours. Alternatively, you can wrap in a clean cloth like
muslin and bury in the earth for 24 hours.
Next sit quietly with your cleansed pendulum in your hands and say a prayer or ask for your
angels or guides to bless it. It is good to set an intention with your pendulum to be used for
the highest intention at all times. You can ask for support and guidance when using it, really
whatever feels good for you. You will develop your own routine when using regularly.
Cleanse your pendulum at regular intervals. I don’t allow other people to use mine.
Your pendulum is special to you so care for it. Place it in a velvet or silk bag for example and
keep it in a special place or container. Each time before using you can ask for a prayer or
help from the highest source. Look after your pendulum carefully and it will look after you.

4. Before I use my pendulum
A few important ways to work
1. Set the intention for the best outcome
2. Send love, ask for love
3. Ask for permission to work
Love, intention and permission based work lead to a
deeply respectful communication and connection.
How do I set Love and Intention?
This is a beautiful and I believe an important part of
pendulum work.
To set Love and Intention
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When I work with animals (and people) I always ask for help, guidance and support from my
´higher source´.
This is not so much a ritual as a huge part of working as part of my own procedure.
I ask for Love sending to the animal and thank it for answering the questions that is if the
animal wants to answer of course.
This brings us to ´Permission´ based work.
Asking for Permission?
Simply ask! In your own words for example:
¨Can I have permission to work with you? ¨
You will receive a yes or no response with your pendulum.
The answer you receive whilst generally will be a `yes ´occasionally can be a ´no´ response.
Be respectful and ask when you can work with them for example if you receive a `no´
response.
¨Can I work with you tomorrow¨ ¨---- next week¨ etc
It´s good practice when doing your own pendulum work to ask for permission.
For example: ¨Marie is it OK to work on myself now (with you)? ¨
So now you and your pendulum are ready to start, eliminate any negative thoughts from
your mind, relax, practise lots and enjoy.

5. How do I hold my pendulum?
Make sure you hold the pendulum in a
comfortable and relaxed manner.
Hold it between your thumb and index
finger with your elbow slightly bent at
your side.
Use either hand that feels the most
comfortable to you.
Hold it loosely.
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It´s your own preference but normally
3 to 4 inches of chain hanging offer the best results.
Some chains are very long so I wrap some of the chain loosely round my index finger as you
can see illustrated.
Alternatively you can gently hold between the index fingertip and tip of the thumb and
some pendulum chains have a loop on which can make it easier to hold this way.
Experiment and discover the best method for you.

6. How do I interpret a Yes and No response?
This is one of the most important stages in learning to work with your pendulum.
You are now programming your pendulum to show you exact responses.
You will only have to program your pendulum the one time and not have to reset the
pendulum.
However you may need patience in getting to
this point.
To start practising with a pendulum use a start
position.
This is simply holding the pendulum and keeping
it very still without moving.
You can actually hold the pendulum with fingers
as shown here so it doesn’t move and steady it
till you are ready to start.
Then remove your hold on the stone and wait until it is steady or ´still´.
Try to relax as the more relaxed you are the better the results may be.
Here are some exercises to produce a yes and no response.
The pendulum may only move slightly at first or not at all. Be patient and keep trying.
I was several hours before I even began to get a Yes and No.
So let´s look at ways of trying this.
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1. Ask the pendulum either out loud or mentally:¨Show me a Yes response¨ or
¨Give me a Yes response¨
Then wait a short while and see if the pendulum has moved.
If it hasn´t moved then simply ask again.
Repeat after waiting in between until you receive a Yes response.
It´s worth making a note of where or which way the pendulum swings.
These can be in circular motions or back and forth for example.
This is very much down to the individual and where it swings for you individually.
2. Next ask:¨Show me a No response¨ or
¨Give me a no response¨
Follow the same procedure as above and this movement should be different or opposite to
the Yes response.
*****
When you have a yes and no response you can test with different ´calibration´ questions.
EXERCISES that will help calibrate you and your pendulum.
Ask your pendulum a question that is TRUE
For example
¨ My Name is MARIE¨ (state your real birth name)
Note where/how your pendulum swings for the YES to your answer
Ask your pendulum a question that is FALSE and you know is NOT true
For example
¨My name is FRED¨ (state a false name)
Note where/how your pendulum swings for the NO to your answer
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Other suggestions you can try out to give yes and no responses are simple ones which will
train and help calibrate you and your pendulum better:¨Today is Wednesday¨ and ¨Today is Friday¨ for yes/no replies (true/false)
¨It is June this month¨ and ¨It is November this month¨
And questions such as ¨Do I live in the UK? ¨
*****
More Exercises
Some very interesting statements for you to calibrate by stating out loud these words:-

¨Love¨ will give a yes response
¨Hate¨ will give a no response

¨Peace¨ will give a yes response
¨War¨ will give a no response

¨Happy¨ will give a yes response
¨Sad¨ will give a no response

¨Good¨ will give a yes response
¨Bad¨ will give a no response

¨True¨ will give a yes response
¨False¨ will give a no response
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An Exercise that you can try out for fun to illustrate this
Use the pendulum on the Happy Face image shown here and it will give a Yes response

Happy face

Use the pendulum on the Sad Face image and it will give a No response

Sad face
Another way of looking at the response is Positive and Negative (Yes and No)
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The Yes and No responses vary from person to person and occasionally the type of
pendulum you use.
For example, these are my own personal responses shown below.

Yes response is in a clockwise circle.

No response is an anti clockwise circle.
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If there isn´t an answer or an unsure then my pendulum swings back and forward in a
straight line.
Normally, I haven’t asked a question clearly enough and have to rephrase a question for a
Yes or No response. It can also be a ´resting´ place or a ´neutral´ in between questions.
This is my ´Don´t know´ or ´Unsure´ or occasionally ´don´t want to answer ´illustrated below.

Don´t know, unsure, ask the question again, neutral or don’t want to answer
NB: My pendulum often swings in this position between questions as a neutral position
which is why it is important to get to know your pendulums responses.
For example:A question phrased –
¨ What do you think about this being correct? ¨
A Yes or No response cannot be given. So the pendulum would probably not swing.
But to ask the question in this way–
¨ Is this correct? ¨ will give a Yes or No response and swing accordingly.
Another consideration if a question has been asked very clearly and the pendulum swings
´neutrally´ then an answer may be uncertain, not known or does not want to give an
answer.
When a question has been answered it is good practice to simply say ¨thank you¨
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Gently stop the pendulum swinging by holding it still whilst asking your next question
especially when you are new to working with a pendulum.
This stops questions overlapping and possibly merging into the similar response and signals
when a question has been answered and it´s time to move on.
As you become more and more experienced you will start to notice a change, a sensation in
your fingers, hand or arm when an answer moves from a yes to no or a no to yes.
This will be your indicator and you will eventually become quicker as you understand the
pendulum is changing position therefore changing answer.
So practice using your pendulum with clear direct questions that require a Yes or No
response.
Make a note of which way your Yes response swings and which way the No response
swings.
Test
Re test
Calibrate and verify your responses
You may not get clear responses immediately and need to be patient.
Questioning and the techniques are very skilled which leads to a far better communication.
There is a complete Study Guide No 2 on pendulum work and questions including some
questions you can use which follow on from this study guide.
But take your time, be patient and practice.

Some important tips
o Normally it´s not good practice to let anyone else use your pendulum as it holds your
energy and will therefore hold someone else´s energy.
o Initially it is good to keep the pendulum with you for the first few weeks and hold it,
practice with it whenever you can. Let it become an intrinsic part of you.
o You will start to feel very comfortable with your pendulum and start to resonate
with it.
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7. If it doesn’t seem to be working?
Firstly, don’t worry!
You may not get a yes and no response for a
while but keep practicing. You may only get
a very slight difference which will become
more defined with practice.
Some people get better results when
holding the pendulum about an inch above
their open palm of the opposite hand.
This can help to ´open´ the energy field and
allow energy to move and flow more freely
by creating a circuit.
If your pendulum isn’t moving very well for you, open and close your hands several times.
You can try to create an energy field.
You can also rub the palms of your hands together and then pull your hands apart slowly
and gently sensing an energy field or energy ball.
Keep your mind clear and try not to affect an outcome nor have an opinion on an outcome
and do not force it.
Try to empty your mind of all thoughts and this is often difficult and requires practice.
Initially, it is good practice when asking a question to leave a few moments silent and if your
mind starts filling with thoughts then say out loud
¨ I have no intention on this¨
Or similarly
¨I have no intention on this outcome¨
It starts to train your mind, clears it and sets a good intention.
If your pendulum doesn’t seem to be working for you:o You may not be asking the questions in the correct way; they may need re phrasing
o Are they ´closed´ questions that will give a yes and no response? (see study guide 2)
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o Check out how you are feeling – are you tired, agitated, unwell? Consider negative
emotions may affect your response
o Are you near electrical equipment which could be affecting the energy field?
o Does your pendulum feel right for you? If it´s new you may not feel comfortable with
it; it may not resonate with you and you may even decide to try a new and
completely different one.

8. What can you use a pendulum for?
The use of a pendulum is limitless and here are just a few examples with animals
o Communicating with an animal
o Discovering the background or history of a pet
o If an animal is comfortable where it sleeps
o If an animal is feeling better or worse about something
o Help with uncovering information on a lost animal
o Relationships with other animals or humans such as new pets, new partners or new
baby etc
o Does he/she like the other pets (and humans) in the household?
o Moving house
o Settling in to a new home?
o Is an animal happy?
o Does the animal like his/her food?
NB: See important disclaimer at end
Animals in pain, discomfort or showing symptoms of being unwell should always be
treated by your own veterinary practice first.
Prescribed medications and any treatments should always be continued.
Advice on treatment should not be offered unless qualified in that area.
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9. Can I use the pendulum techniques for all animals?
Yes, not only pets but all animals!
o Donkeys and horses
o Wildlife of all types
o Endangered animals
o Birds
o Fish and marine life
o Abandoned and abused
animals
o Animals in associations

10. How do I use my pendulum with animals?
There are many ways to work with your pet or animal. Be creative and imaginative.
You may find images or photographs help deepen your communication work.
These are examples of ways you can work with your pendulum and your pet or
animals.
o Working directly with the animal present or nearby
o Using a photograph
o Using photographs for several pets
o Using for stray and abandoned animals
o Using for lost animals
o Other ways include:
 Facebook
 Skype
 Magazines, newspapers and posters
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Work directly with the animal.
You can use your pendulum directly with
your pet or an animal as shown here by
holding the pendulum over them.
If your pet does not like this you can
adapt and be in close proximity or as
close as it will allow and use it.
The pet or animal will very soon let you
know if it doesn’t like the pendulum near
and move, run off or look uncomfortable.
Many pets or wildlife will not like this
style but you can always try it out as long
as you are not stressing your pet, an
animal or yourself. However there are several other ways of working with an animal and a
pendulum.
Using a Photograph of the pet or animal
A photograph of your pet or animal can be used in many different ways and seems to work
equally as well and can be used for so many different times and occasions. Maybe you can´t
be with them or they can´t be with you. Hold the pendulum over the photograph and ask
questions.
Examples of times you may want to use this:o From a distance
o At home
o For other peoples pets
o On holiday
o At work
o Your pet will not allow you near them
o Your pet is at the vets
o Your pet is in kennels, cattery, stables etc
o Use if you are worried when your pet is staying with a friend/family away from home
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A photograph is often a preferred method for pets and animals as it is easy and simple to
use anywhere and anytime.
You may be concerned about your pet and not be able to be together, you may be at work,
on holiday, or your pet may be in a kennel or at the vets overnight for treatment or
operation.
You may be at home and your pet does not want anyone ´bothering´ him due to ill health or
if a convalescent.
You can use photos of all your pets to communicate with more than one of them at a time.
Using photographs for several pets
You can use one photo if you have several pets where your pets are all on the photograph
together for example for a change in
relationship and behavioural issues
such as wanting to be the ´top dog´.
Or you can use separate individual
photos of your pets.
This is a great way if pets are not
getting on very well for example if a
new puppy or kitten is introduced to
the family.
You work in the same way as with
one photograph.
Hold your pendulum over the
photograph or photographs and simply ask questions.
Ask each pet one a question with the same step by step procedure and remember to ask
permission of any other pet and work in an organised way. You may wish to make notes.
Using for stray and abandoned animals
You can communicate with a stray or abandoned animal with your pendulum in the same
way.
But you probably haven’t a photograph and can´t get near the animal but you can still
imagine what it looks like and use the pendulum to ask questions.
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You may have seen the stray but if you do
not know what the animal looks like then try
to ´connect´ as best as you can and ask
questions.
So whilst photographs are a great resource to
help you connect with a pet, an animal and
stray or abandoned, they are not essential.
You can still connect although some people
find this difficult at first as you are working
without visual aid or seeing the animal
physically but it will help develop and deepen
your personal skills and intuition.
Using for lost animals
If a pet is missing or lost then apart from all
the practical things you can do, if you know
their last location you can try a map of the
area and start from this last known place.
You can ask questions with the pendulum
over the map. Or use Google maps and ask
relevant questions.
Cautionary note: This is an extremely
difficult area to work in as it can be
distressing if you receive unpleasant
information.
It tends to me more successful as soon as you know an animal is lost or missing.
In my own experience it becomes much more difficult over time.
Examples of questions are given in the study book 2.
Other ways to use a pendulum with an animal
o Via Facebook
o Via Skype
o Via newspaper, magazines, posters
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Facebook is an amazing platform to connect with an animal as
often photos and/or videos are on timelines of friends and
relatives etc. And Facebook can be used all over the world in any
time zone.
Use your pendulum with the photo or video of the animal on
Facebook or a missing post of a pet there and ask questions.
You can often communicate or Facebook instant message with the owner at the same time
as you are working with a pendulum via Facebook.
Skype is another method that is great to connect directly with a pet. Often you can see the
pet on Skype video and connect with the owner and work
between yourselves successfully.
A pet owner is an invaluable source for ´filling in the gaps´, an
animal´s history, health, behaviour etc. All this is useful
information when you are communicating.
Hold your pendulum as normal and you may see the pet and ask permission as usual but
sometimes you may not see the pet for example if it is unwell or asleep. Just work with the
owner and ask questions.
Newspapers, magazines, posters
These can be useful if an animal is lost for example as there may be
a photograph of it in a paper or magazine.
Even posters of a lost animal are useful for information and often
have a photograph and last seen information. For example a
neighbour may have posters up in the streets for the missing pet.

11. ¨Let go ... ¨
Finally and importantly, DO NOT put your own opinion, ideas or suggestions on any
communication work with a pendulum. DO NOT judge or try to make information ´fit´. If you
feel this may be happening during your work then simply say ¨I have no intention on this¨
Pass information on clearly without being subjective and then LET GO of it. This information
doesn´t belong to you. Don´t make assumptions and remind pet owners similarly.
And as the beautiful saying goes ¨Let Go ... Let God¨
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12. Can I use a pendulum for myself?
Whilst our study is using a pendulum with animal communication I would like to share just a
few ideas and exercises that you may want to try out for yourself.
These ideas can be fun and will also help to develop and increase your pendulum skills.
Some examples of using a pendulum for yourself
o Making important decisions in your life
o Allergies
o Food issues
o

Vitamins and supplements

o Relationships
o Employment
o Moving home
o Moving country
o Finances
o Making large purchases such as a house or car
o Important dates and times
o Holiday venues

NB: Disclaimer: As above any health issues should be discussed with your Doctor
Your doctor should be the first person to see with any health problem.
Prescribed medications, advice and treatments offered by your Doctor should be
continued at all times and no advice on treatment offered unless qualified.
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Examples
The following are just a few examples of pendulum work to try for yourself.
o Charts of any type for example, ¨Do I need this supplement I am taking¨?

o Photographs of people, friends and family OR Directly with people
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o Testing for allergies in foods, plants etc

o What food is good or not good for you?
Example-which is the optimum fruit for my body?
Then ask individually such as
¨Is orange the best fruit for me¨, ¨is it an apple¨ etc

o Have you an allergy to a particular food?
o If so what specifically?
o Gluten? Yeast? Wheat?
o Seeds? If yes to seeds then determine which seed? Sunflower seed? etc
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o Testing for natural products and supplements for example Vitamin B tablet, yeast
capsules etc
o Is this the best brand for me?
o Do I need this supplement?
o What time of day shall I take it? (go through the hours)

o Is this drink good for me? Example- coke, water, milk etc
o If yes to water – how many glasses should I drink each day and count out numbers
until you have a yes to a number for example eight glasses per day.
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o Is coffee good for me?
o Is green tea?,herbal tea? etc Individually name the tea receiving a yes or no response

o Test for important appointments, occasions in your life
o Test for the time
o Test for the day of week
o Test for the month, year
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13. Practice , Confidence and Trust
You have now the basics to working with a pendulum.
The skills will develop and trusting your response with practice, practice and more
practice. You cannot practice enough.
You may not get your Yes and No response immediately, so don’t be disappointed
and just keep at it and practice in the different ways shown here till you find your
own comfort zone.
When you start to feel confident with your Yes and No response from your
pendulum then you have to start ´trusting´ it. This is a difficult one. You may receive
answers that do not make sense to you and this is where you start to develop other
skills:o Being non judgemental
o Truly having no attachment to the outcome
o Not putting your own ´take´ or your own perceptions and suggestions on the answer
o Giving an answer even if it doesn’t seem correct to you
o Not making assumptions
o Then letting go of the process, letting go of the answer as it doesn´t belong to you
o Then trust your answers which I believe is one of the most difficult parts of this work

The key to successful communication work is simply
PRACTICE - then more practice and more practice
CONFIDENCE - the constant practice will lead to you being confident and having
confidence in your pendulum work
TRUST- the more practice you have, the more confident you become and the more
confident you become leads to trusting your answers and abilities
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A simple Formula that works

PRACTICE

CONFIDENCE

TRUST

This is a huge learning and self development process you are undertaking and giving
answers to questions either for a person or an animal is a big responsibility which is why you
need to Practice constantly.
You need to become Confident.
You will eventually become quicker and get to a stage where you Trust your pendulum, your
responses and your own abilities completely and without doubt.
Be patient that you can do this, it took me years which is why I hope this guide helps you.
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14. Step by step procedure
1. Ensure your pendulum is cleansed
2. Introduce your own procedure for guidance, love etc
before commencing work
3. Set the highest intention
4. Check your pendulum before you start for the correct
Yes and No responses on yourself
5. Ask for permission to work directly with the pet
6. Ask simple closed questions that require Yes and No
response
7. Wait for an answer
8. If there is no answer, re ask the question or rephrase
in a better format
9. Thank the animal for their response
10. Follow on with more questions introducing expanded questioning techniques (study
guide 2)
11. Check periodically (regularly if new to this work) that your own Yes and No
responses are correct as this obviously affects the outcome answer
12. If your pendulum gives an incorrect response then recalibrate with it
13. If you feel your thoughts may be impeding your questions and answers then simply
say out loud (or mentally) ¨I have no intention on this¨ or a similar phrase.
14. Periodically ask the animal you are working with if you may continue?
15. A No response is honoured but if more work is needed then ask the next time you
can work together by giving dates and times with Yes, No responses.
16. On completing your session then thank the pet or animal for allowing you to work
with them
17. Cleanse your pendulum following each session and store away
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15. About Marie
Marie has worked for many years as a Master EFT
Practitioner (Emotional Freedom Techniques)
particularly with her speciality of serious illness.
She is an EFT Master Trainer of Trainers and
Supervisor with AAMET International teaching
EFT worldwide.
She stepped down from the AAMET International
Executive Board and Training Board as a Co
Director to create the time to work for her
passion, research and develop her career path
with animals.
She loves teaching EFT as it saved her life! But
additionally loves teaching people how to help animals, work with animals and
communicate with them and use EFT with animals alongside pendulum work. Marie has
worked with all types of animals from pets to wild birds and animals, lizards, horses, animal
associations and even insects.
She has developed her own techniques and skills over the years which she believes we all
have the ability to help our animals more and communicate with them.
Marie has worked tirelessly for all animals
and continues to do so through these
courses and is the Founder of the
Animal Energy World Conference
The inaugural conference was in Spain
2014.
These conferences mean so much as she
believes they play a pivotal role in bringing
some of our most dedicated speakers
together from all over the world.
Her conference attracts like minded people both from the speakers and delegates alike such
as energy workers, communicators, holistic vets, healers, horse whisperers and many more
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genres too numerous to mention here. They all willingly share their expertise and
knowledge.

March 1st 2013 ´The Experience´

On March 1st 2013, Marie had a transformational experience whilst teaching EFT in Mallorca
and discussing Gary Craig´s (the Founder of EFT) Personal Peace Procedure.
A voice very loud and very clear said
¨You will never have world peace till you take our animals with you¨
This was a life changing experience as you can imagine and one that Marie has never looked
back on.
It made so much sense. How could we ever have world peace if our animals are still being
abused, abandoned, tortured and mistreated? Not equal? Not as ONE with humans.
That is now her Mission – an inner peace for animals in a peaceful world
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Important Disclaimer:
When working with animals, always ensure that you or the owner has consulted a
veterinary surgeon.
It is illegal for anyone who is not a qualified veterinary surgeon to diagnose or treat an
animal.
It must be made clear to pet owners that their pets must continue with medications and
treatment as diagnosed by their veterinary surgeon.
Pendulum work is not a substitute treatment nor used for diagnosis of health issues.
Any owner must be clearly asked if they have advised a vet of the animal´s health or
behavioural issue before working with them
This guide is a guide only for communication purposes and does not promote the
healing of animals and brings to your attention the Act below.

Healing and the Veterinary Surgeons Act 1966
Healing - channelling healing energy through the hands from a universal source of energy should not be used as a substitute for veterinary care and attention.
Please note that Paragraph 18 of Part 2F of the RCVS Guide to Professional Conduct
provides information including that all animals must be seen by a veterinary surgeon, and
that the vet must be content for healing to be given by the laying on of hands.
With any concerns that you may have about an animals' health or wellbeing, your first port
of call must be a veterinarian. Only a vet may make a diagnosis, or prescribe.
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